
Honors Spring 2018 
Course Descriptions 

 

*If course descriptions are not currently available, please email the professor with questions             
about the course, or check LORA for a posted syllabus 
 

**Check this sheet regularly through the pre-registration and registration periods. It will be             
updated as new information becomes available.  
 

The Age of Mass Incarceration (CRIM H396 051) - Dr. Christian Bolden 
This course explores the social structural processes, causes, and consequences of mass            
incarceration in the United States. Using a social justice lens we will track the systemic elements                
and problems of mass incarceration, beginning with the school to prison pipeline. We will also               
explore the criminal justice institutions, the experience of incarceration, and the process of             
reentry. Critical evaluation of the impact of criminal justice systems and disproportionate            
representation of marginalized groups will be investigated. The outcome of the course will be              
student advocacy, ingenuity, or creative solutions for addressing mass incarceration.  
(Counts as: Social Justice Seminar) 
 

Exploring Urban Environments (ENVA H396 033) - Dr. Eric Hardy 
This course explores to the process of urbanization and the ways in which the environment,               
ideas of nature, and cities have shaped each other. Though comparisons to ancient or              
contemporary European and Asian areas will occur, focus will remain primarily on city building in               
America from the colonial period to the present. Topics of study are: responses to              
industrialization and urbanization; the city-hinterland nexus; public health and safety segregation           
and racial/ethnic/class tensions; environmental justice. 
(Counts as: Social Justice Seminar) 
 
Childhood Inequality (SOCI H396 033) - Dr. Carol Ann MacGregor 
Recent data from the United States Census suggest that approximately 20 percent of American              
Children live in poverty. 1 in 3 people living below the poverty line is a child. In this class, we will                     
explore the causes and consequences of growing up poor by focusing on four key areas: family                
structure, education, health, and immigration. Readings will be drawn from material that            
considers the national picture but students will have an opportunity to consider childhood             
inequality in a local context through partnerships with community organizations.  
(Counts as: Social Justice Seminar) 
 
Women, Diversity, & the Law (HONS H396 051) - María M. Pabón (listed as M. Lopez) 
Course description TBA  
(Counts as: Social Justice Seminar) 
 
 
 



Community Organizing: Thoughtful and Faithful Citizenship (HONS H396 033) - Mr. Joe Givens             
(listed as Staff) 
Thoughtful and faithful citizenship in the context of this course is defined as an active               
citizenship that is motivated by self and the collective interests of a community. This course               
examines the methodology and principles of one model of community organizing which has             
been evolving in the United States since the 1930s and is now found in one form or another in                   
most major cities in this country. This “pressure group organizing” draws primarily on the              
organizing traditions of Saul Alinski, and has been utilized successfully in New Orleans from              
1990-2002. This course will not only examine this methodology but also apply it to current local,                
state and national issues and policies. 
(Counts as: Social Justice Seminar) 
 
American Left in the 20th Century (HIST H295 034) - Dr. David W. Moore 
Students in this course will read, reflect on, and discuss Leftist criticism of both the status quo                 
and the change - that is, of both conservative and liberal ideas and activities - in America in the                   
late nineteenth century and continuing through the twentieth. We will read and discuss the              
writings of, among others, Utopian novelist Edward Bellamy, Socialist ideologue Daniel DeLeon,            
Anarchist Emma Goldman, Share-Our-Wealth politician Huey Long, CPUSA President Earl          
Browder, and philosopher Herbert Marcuse. We will also read and discuss the economic /              
social / political / cultural criticism of various feminists and black radicals as well as that of the                  
SDS and the Yippies. 
(Counts as: History) 
 
Declaring Independence (HIST H295 033) - Dr. Mark Fernandez 
This course is a collaborative research seminar focusing on the history and historical contexts of               
the Declaration of Independence. Students will research the primary and secondary scholarship            
relating to the Declaration and, with the professor, author a book on the historical underpinnings               
of both the preamble and articles of the Declaration to better understand the intellectual, social,               
and economic factors that led to the Declaration. The final goal of this course is a draft of a book                    
of essays written by the students on the Declaration, edited by the professor and, perhaps, a                
student editor.  Participation in the class does not guarantee inclusion into the book.  
(Counts as: History) 
 
The Textual Life of Airports (ENGL H493 033) - Dr. Christopher Schaberg 
What is The Textual Life of Airports? It's how airports appear in a range of texts—poems,                
novels, stories, songs, advertising, art—and it's how we read airports themselves. It's also about              
how airports read us. Airports are rich sites brimming with signs, commands, demands, and              
stressors. How we interpret airports can tell us a lot about societal (as well as personal) tensions                 
and values, and in this seminar we'll explore airports in U.S. culture with an eye to these                 
broader themes. 
(Counts as: Literature) 
 
 



Don Quijote in the Digital Age (HONS H295 033) - Dr. Eileen Doll 
The novel Don Quijote de la Mancha is a revolutionary work published over 400 years ago, still 
popular today. Why? In this course we will read this 2-part novel and some articles about 
reading itself, and compare different translations and formats of the novel, in an effort to 
examine our own perspectives on reading in the digital age. What does it mean to read this 
novel today? How does the format in which we read it impact us? Does our perspective shift if 
we read online, on a cell phone, on kindle? 
(Counts as: Literature) 
 
Sexual and Family Ethics in the 21st Century (RELS H215 033) - Fr. Edward Vacek 
The most controversial (though hardly the most important) area of contemporary moral theology             
is that of sexual ethics and family structures. Both revisions and lack of revisions have been a                 
source of great strain for individuals, of blessings and curses for society, and of considerable               
loss of credibility for the churches. The course deals with two basic human issues: life and love.                 
Our task is to discover and establish sexual practices and goals that are healthy for individuals,                
contribute to the common good, and cooperate with God’s love for creation. 
(Counts as: Religion and Ethics) 
 
Environment and Spirituality (RELS H295 034) - Dr. Alvaro Alcazar 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Religion) 
 
Faith, Science, & Religion (PHYS H230 033 and RELS H330 033) - Fr. James Carter, SJ 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Natural Science and Religion) 
 
The Apostle Paul is Our Guy (RELS H295 035) - Rev. Minka Sprague 
He “gets credit” for 13 New Testament letters, but only 7 are really his. These 7 letters are the                   
oldest Christian literature we know. Come read the Apostle Paul for himself, as himself, and               
look at the first generation of Christianity. We still study Paul’s epistles in the context of the New                  
Testament writings, and in the Roman Empire. We will examine the value of 1st generation               
Christian teaching for spiritual life today.  
(Counts as: Religion) 
 
The Search ford God (PHIL H295 034) - Dr. Jordan Watts 
The Search for God examines questions surrounding the existence and nature of God by              
carefully reading texts from some of the seminal thinkers in Western philosophy. The course will               
also consider a number of contemporary philosophical discussions of God. Topics include            
ancient Greek arguments for a first cause, medieval developments in argumentation for God’s             
existence and attributes, as well as modern and contemporary considerations of our ability to              
recognize God’s existence through scientific inquiry. We will read texts from Aristotle, Anselm of              
Canterbury, Thomas Aquinas, René Descartes, William Paley, David Hume, Richard Dawkins,           
and others.(Counts as: Philosophy) 



 
Social Justice: Theory to Practice (PHIL H215 033) - Dr. Leonard Kahn 
Course description TBA. 
(Counts as: Philosophy and Ethics) 
 
Human Nature, Human Dignity (PHIL H295 033) - Dr. Jonathan Peterson 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Philosophy) 
 
Mapping Climate Change: Honors (ENVA H295 033) - Dr. Lynn Brien 
This course will focus on the application of remote sensing and geographic information systems              
(GIS) for monitoring global climate change, with emphasis on climate change impacts. Topics             
will include the science underlying geospatial technologies and the role of remote sensing and              
GIS in data acquisition and analysis, and in climate change monitoring, prediction, and             
adaptation. The course will include guided lab sessions designed to introduce students to             
analysis of remotely sensed data within a GIS environment. 
(Counts as: Math) 
 
Introduction to Linear Algebra: Honors (MATH H200 033) - Dr. Michael Kelly  
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Math) 
 
Francophone and French Film (FREN H295 033) - Dr. Jean Brager 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Creative Arts and Cultures) 
 
Development of Greek Tragedy (CLHU H295 033) - Dr. Karen Rosenbecker 
"Who are you?" The ways in which Greek Tragedy answers this fundamental question are              
intense, devastating, and wondrous. In this course, we will read, discuss, and perform a              
selection of plays by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides in order to explore how tragedy              
shapes and is shaped by that timeless question and contemporary concerns. We will also look               
at the reception and re-presentation of the genre as it moves from ancient Greece, to               
Elizabethan England, and to modern America and discuss their relationship to the development             
of Greek theater and performance. 
(Counts as: Creative Arts & Cultures or Literature) 
 
Topics in Greek Thought: Plato (CLHU H295 034) - Dr. Mary Townsend 
The political world of the classical Greeks was fundamentally volatile, and its historians and              
philosophers were invested in exploring the psychological causes behind political upheaval.           
Plato contends that in order to bring about justice and sustainable peace, a knowledge of the                
relation between rhetoric, sophistry, philosophy, demagoguery, and political power is required.           
In this class, we will let the early historians Herodotus and Thucydides ground us in the political                 
landscape of Greece and the wider Mediterranean world, while investigating Plato’s philosophic            



response to the events that shaped his community in his Gorgias and other short dialogues.               
These texts will raise pressing questions for our own time about the nature of courage, anger,                
persuasion, truth, deceit, and revolution.  
(Counts as: Creative Arts & Cultures or Philosophy)  
 
Chemistry and Art: Honors (CHEM H245 033) - Mr. Edouard Crago 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Natural Science or Creative Arts and Cultures) 
 
Honors Chemistry of the Crime Scene (CHEM H294 033) - Ms. Anna Duggar 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as: Natural Science)  
 
Honors Sociobiology (BIOL H295 033) - Dr. Craig Hood 
Course description TBA 
(Counts as Natural Science) 
 
Special 1-credit opportunities 
 
The Flags of the New Orleans Tri-Centennial 
Loyola University Honors will celebrate the New Orleans 300th birthday next year with an exhibit               
of primary sources covering Louisiana's transformational years. This will be a once-in-a-lifetime            
opportunity for students to interpret, exhibit and act as docents in Loyola’s observance of the               
city's Tricentennial. The exhibit will feature artifacts from the founding, French, Spanish, United             
States and even the Confederate States brief stewardship of the City of New Orleans. Only 
Honors Students will be eligible to enroll in this one credit Spring of 2018 course.  
  
Community Engagement Portfolio 
This one-credit opportunity provides a way each semester for students who are members of the               
University Honors Program to integrate their in-class and out-of-class learning experiences           
around community issues of particular concern to them. It also provides official recognition of              
student community-based learning because “Honors Community Engagement Portfolio” will         
appear on participating students’ transcripts. Students in the HCEP will be encouraged to             
reflect upon their experiences and to contribute to shaping engagement opportunities and            
priorities in Honors. At the end of the semester, they will submit a proposal for a research or                  
engagement project 
 
 


